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THIS

WEEK

On May 4, 2017, President
Mark Burstein announced the hiring of a new vice president for student life, Christopher Card. Card is
currently the Dean of Students at
Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.
and will be taking over from current Vice President for Student
Life Nancy Truesdell who will be
leaving Lawrence at the end of
the year.
Card, a native of St. Andrew,
Jamaica, has had extensive experience working in the student
life office at Trinity College since
1998 as the dean of students and
before that, the associate dean of
students.
He had a broad grasp of overseeing different aspects of student
life at Trinity, as he served on
the President’s Council on LGBT
Life, the President’s Council on
Affirmative Action and as a chaplain for the college. A well-rounded man, Card also coached rugby
for a few years at Tufts University.
He enjoys nature and long hikes;
he also has just started to explore
fishing.
Card’s unique academic and
professional background also
made him the standout candidate amongst more than a hundred candidates brought in by
Lawrence’s rigorous national
search over the past year.
“Chris understands co-curricular [activities] very deeply and
he’s passionate about it, but also
he wants to find any way possible
to link them to the curriculum,
and that is his primary work, trying to create a more holistic integrated experience for students,”
commented Burstein.
“I think we were also excited
that Chris brings a different perspective on a number of issues.
Partially being at Trinity for so
long [...] also being a graduate
from the United World College
program, those kinds of experiences, we felt, are essential to
what we feel Lawrence could be
in the future.”
Talking to The Lawrentian
about his appointment and future
plans, Card was enthusiastic to
answer the quintessential ‘Why
Lawrence?’ question, and said,
“I’ve been looking very very carefully for the last couple years to
join a community that shares similar values to me, and when I met
with the search team at Lawrence,
it was very very clear that
Lawrence is a very special progressive, forward-thinking community [...] what most convinced
me was when I had a chance to
visit and met with several students, I was impressed with their
critical thinking, their sense of
appreciation and just how open

Christopher Card interacts with a Trinity student.

and welcoming that community
was.”
The intensive search for the
position for the past year also
involved a few students, each with
a different background to represent the different groups present
on campus. Candidates were also
interviewed by different student
groups, such as LUCC, ACE and
CODA.
Junior Tamanna Akram from
Bangladesh, one of five students
on the search committee, was
impressed with Card from the
beginning. “[Card’s] background
as an international student from
Jamaica really resonated with me,”
said Akram. “He spoke of the challenges he faced as a student and
spoke of ways to resolve challenges that we face today [...] Chris
values relationships a lot and I
think that is what makes him a
great candidate and I can’t wait
for him to start at Lawrence and
bring some positive changes at
Lawrence.”
Junior and LUCC president
Lewis Berger, who also served on
the search committee, agreed on
Card’s great fit for Lawrence. “My
first impression of Chris was that
he cares about students first and
foremost. He will be a leader in
tackling the issues and concerns
we bring to his attention,” said
Berger.
“I was impressed when he
answered the question of what
his biggest frustration with stu-
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dents is with ‘they’re too timid.’
He doesn’t want an easy job where
students are content with what
they have. He wants to encourage students to stand up for what
they believe is right and demand
change when needed.”
“Chris impressed the search
committee from the very beginning. A number of aspects from
his experience and his approaches really resonated with us,” said
Burstein. “We were very focused
on looking for someone who is
student-centered, who thought
about her or his work in a way
that kept students at the center of
focus, and Chris clearly presented
that kind of approach.”
Card intends to begin his time
here at Lawrence with a series
of conversations and dialogues
with students to get to know the
Lawrence campus and the important issues in the community.
Talking about his current goal
for his time at Lawrence, Card
stated, “My hope for Lawrence
is [...] to situate students as primary decision makers in their
own academic experience, rely on
staff and faculty who are there
to support them, challenge them,
develop their skillsets so they can
make reasonable decisions, that
they can own, about their lives.”
For his transition to
Wisconsin, Card is excited to get
out of his comfort zone. “Having
spent the majority of my time
working on the East Coast, now

Christopher Card had previously worked at Trinity College for nine years.
Photo courtesy of Trinity College.

moving to Wisconsin will be a
challenge for me to get out of my
comfort zone, and to some extent
live what I have been preaching
for many years,” Card shared. “I’m
curious about what Appleton will
bring [...] I’m also eager to see, in
addition to the Lawrence community, what I can bring to the
community of Appleton. As an
international man of color, I would

be interested in whatever engagement, so I would find in the city
my own commitment--my diversity challenge grows. So I’m excited
to be a part of the Lawrence community, but I am equally excited to
see how I can weave myself into
the fabric of life that is Appleton
too.”
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Sixth Annual Latin American and Spanish Film Festival
Rikke Sponheim
For The Lawrentian

________________________

Director Arí Maniel Cruz holds a Q&A on his film “Before the Rooster Crows.”
Photo by Emily Midyette.

VCSC Volunteer Highlights
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

___________________

The Volunteer Community
Service Center (VCSC), located
between the Seeley G. Mudd
Library and the Wriston turnaround, is open to students interested in volunteering on and
off campus. Their mission is to
encourage advocacy, service and
learning by exposing students to
local organizations in the community and create meaningful
connections outside the Lawrence
bubble. There are many subcategories of volunteerism such
as child advocacy, elderly care,
animal rights, homelessness and
diversity. Every year the VCSC
community highlights students
dedicated to meaningful service
and making a difference in the
Lawrence and Appleton community. Here are a few volunteers The
Lawrentian would like to highlight.
Sophomore Madi Gardner
volunteers
through
Delta
Gamma, Lambda Sigma, Habitat
for Humanity and Rotaract Club
every week. For Gardner, “making
a difference in my community is
important to me, especially knowing that I have the ability to do
so and that others would benefit
from it.” Gardner feels she is making the most out of her time and
abilities when she sees the impact
she has made on a person, cause
or place.
“It can be tough for any
Lawrentian to make time to volunteer, given the busy-bee nature
of the campus. However, I have
intentionally added service to
my on-campus commitments and
taken on leadership positions (like

philanthropy and service chairs)
that help hold me accountable for
this commitment which is something I am very happy about!”
One of Gardner’s most positive experiences volunteering was
last weekend when she participated in an event where residents
of Brewster Village joined Delta
Gamma and Phi Tau members for
a formal dinner. “It was so fun to
get dressed up and welcome the
residents onto our campus. They
don’t leave the Brewster Village
facility that often and many of
them expressed how nice of a
treat it was!”
Gardner feels most passionate about housing and homelessness. “I wish that other people
on this campus knew how big
of a problem homelessness is in
the Appleton community. I think
that being on such a small campus where we have everything we
need within a five-block radius
creates a real disconnect between
Lawrentians and their surroundings. This blinds us from a lot of
the socio-economic issues that are
affecting the greater community.”
Senior Courtney Schmidt
has been volunteering for the
Waupaca Special Olympics for the
past 11 years. “My aunt is on the
basketball, bowing, track and golf
team. When I was young I started
going with her to practices, and
then I started to volunteer with
them during tournaments. I enjoy
it because there is never a dull
moment with the athletes!” said
Schmidt.
Sophomore Jordyn Plieseis
volunteers her time with Black
Youth Empowerment (BYE).
“I volunteer because I want to
be a role model for students who
might not have the most positive
influences. I am able to educate
students about what it means to

be a black individual, while also
having a good time and learning
about myself as a person.”
Plieseis volunteers once a
week, or when the program has
special events. One thing Plieseis
finds the most rewarding about
volunteering at Black Youth
Empowerment is seeing the progress of the students from being
confused to finally “getting it”
makes her feel good and reminds
her why she volunteers with these
kids.
When asked about what she
wishes people understood about
why she volunteers for black
youth, Plieseis says it is because,
“Power disparities are felt at very
young ages, and it is important
as a society that we make sure
that our younger generations do
not have to go through what we
and our older generations went
through with racism, discrimination and aggressions. Helping
students of color embrace their
identities early on is a great way
to contribute to a more positive
and equal community.”
The VCSC helps to facilitate
any volunteer project an individual
or on-campus organization brings
forth. Through venues like the
VCSC and Council on Community
Services and Engagement (CCSE),
there are many opportunities
to continue to engage with the
Appleton community. Students
can log their volunteer hours and
be informed of upcoming events
and volunteer opportunities at
Lawrence University’s GivePulse
page. These are a few of the volunteers who work with the VCSC,
but if there is someone you want
to nominate for their hard work in
volunteerism, contact the VCSC at
their website, volunteer.center@
lawrence.edu.

Lawrence earns recognition for
“It’s On Us” week

On May 2, Lawrence was awarded the April Division III Diversity Spotlight Initiative from the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) for its “It’s On Us” week designed to bring awareness of
sexual assault on campuses. The Spotlight Initiative recognizes oustanding projects promoting diversity
happening on Division III campuses. In addition to being featured on the Division III website, Lawrence
will receive $500 towards its next diversity initiative.

To showcase the best Latin
American and Spanish films of the
season, the Lawrence University
Latin American and Spanish Film
Festival (LULASFF) continued for
its sixth year. Curated and organized by Associate Professor of
Spanish Rosa Tapia and Instructor
of Spanish Cecilia Herrera,
LULASFF went from Wednesday,
April 26 through Saturday, April
29 in the Warch Campus Center
Cinema.
Over the course of the festival, eight films were shown. There
were also opening and closing
receptions for attendees to talk
with each other about the films
that were being shown during the
week.
The opening reception was
on Wednesday, April 26 at 7 p.m.,
directly after a showing of “The
Bride” at 5 p.m., which was directed by Paula Ortiz and produced
in Spain in 2015. Vice President
for Diversity and Inclusion and
Associate Dean of the Faculty
Kimberly Barrett spoke at the
opening reception about the
importance of movies which allow
members of the Lawrence community to see their identities and
cultures in a movie. The opening
reception was followed by a showing of “The Clan” at 8:30 p.m.,
which was produced in Argentina
in 2015 and directed by Pablo
Trapero.
On Thursday, April 27 “Alias
Maria,” a Colombian film from
2015 directed by José Rugeles, was
shown at 5 p.m. in the Cinema, as
well as “The Companion,” directed
by Pavel Giroud and produced in
Cuba.

World

The showings on Friday were
“Before the Rooster Crows” from
2016 directed by Arí Maniel Cruz
who was invited to the film festival to talk about his film, which
was a success in Puerto Rico
where it was produced, as well as
abroad. Cruz’s goal with the film
was to expose common problems
experienced by families in Puerto
Rico. Also on Friday, “Desierto,” a
Mexican film from 2016 directed
by Jonás Cuarón was shown at
8:30 p.m.
On Saturday at 5 p.m.
“Neruda,” a film from Chile in
2016 directed by Pablo Larraín,
aired before the closing reception
which was held at 7:30 p.m. in the
Mead Witter Room. The reception
was followed by “Julieta,” a film
from Spain in 2016 directed by
Pedro Almodóvar, at 8:30 p.m. The
closing reception, along with the
opening reception, was an opportunity for moviegoers to talk to
each other about the movies.
“[LULASFF is] a fun program
including free film screenings,
lectures, Q&A’s and receptions,”
said Tapia. “It provides a celebratory space where anyone who is
curious about seeing other cultures on film can feel welcome.”
The film festival’s programming
has been very successful as it has
grown over the past six years,
and through the help of advertising around town, LULASFF also
attracts people from Appleton and
beyond.
“In addition to raising
Appleton’s profile as a center for
international and diverse cinema,”
responded Tapia, “the festival has
a reputation for effective community building and inclusion.”
Students who would like
to get involved with next year’s
LULASFF should contact Rosa
Tapia or Cecilia Herrera by the
end of Winter Term 2018.

News

Compiled by Kelsey Kaufmann
Mexico
Mexican authorities apprehended drug kingpin Damaso
“The Graduate” Lopez the
morning of May 2, 2017 in
Mexico City. Lopez has been
linked to numerous attacks
throughout the country as well
as affiliation with former cartel leader Chapo Guzman, most
notably assisting in Guzman’s
escape from prison.

France
French presidential candidate Marine Le Pen has been
accused of plagiarizing her earlier opponent Francois Fillon’s
campaign speech from April 15
of this year. A campaign official
brushed the nearly word-forword use of sections of Fillon’s
speech as a “nod” to Fillon and
his non-sectarian supporters.
This was hypothesized to be
an attempt to garner interest
from said supporters in her
final contest against Emmanuel
Macron on the coming Sunday.

Germany
At a conference in Berlin,
German Chancellor Angela
Merkel criticized Vladimir
Putin for taking no action
against the torture of gay men
in Chechnya. She urged Putin to
launch an investigation against
this violation of human rights
and the persecution of those
assembling in protest and to
denounce the Chechnyan leaders perpetrating these actions.

Syria
30 civilians were killed in
Northeastern Syria on Tuesday
when five suicide bombers
attacked a refugee camp near
Rajm al-Salibi. The Islamic
State has claimed the attack
which is said to be a retaliation
for the activity of the Syrian
Democratic Forces and Kurdish
fighters in the area. Individuals
displaced by this attack are
being tended to medically and
relocated by humanitarian aid
groups.
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Excerpts from an overactive imagination.

The Hat Trick

a serial story written by the Creative Writing Club.

“Bruce’s End”

“Please,” thought Bruce
Elwood, concentrating harder than
he ever had in his life. Through the
hat’s goggles, he could only see the
toe of his daughter’s shoe, and of
course--being stuck in a hat--he
couldn’t move. “Pick me up, Lia.
Pick up the hat!”
“Father?” The view from the
goggles moved until they focused
on a familiar face. Long black bangs
framed her blue eyes… blue like her
mother’s…
Bruce’s excitement soared.
“Lia,” he thought with furious concentration. “Lia, help me!”
“Daddy?” The girl’s brow furrowed and she squinted into the
goggles. As a witch, she could hear
him.
The din of the other souls rose,
and Bruce fought to stay free of
them. He clung to the memories
of Lia, of their life… of his death…
anything to keep him separate from
the others!
Clinging to his individualism,
he directed his thoughts towards
his daughter, “Lia, you have to help
me. You’re in danger! The captain is
going to kill you.”
“What?” Lia’s frown deepened.
“I don’t even know the captain.
How could he--?”
“Listen!” Bruce thought, focusing all his energy on his story. It
would be so easy to slip into the
void…only Lia kept Bruce going.
“We were friends, Henry and I,
before you were born. I lent him
money to buy his commission,
move to the city, but he never paid
me back. We were starving, Lia,
remember? I had to start stealing
again. We needed the money. I went
to collect and…”
“The captain killed you?” Lia
cried, eyes becoming round. “He
owed you money?”
“He owes you, now.”
She blinked and shook her
head. “But… what about all these
people?” She pointed at the rows of
bloodied patients in the med bay.
“Did you do this?”
After death, it’s hard to care
about the living’s fear of the eternal. Bruce hadn’t done this, had he?
He just did what he had to in order
to reach his daughter.
“Lia, that’s not important now.
You have to get to safety.”
Lia stared into the hat’s goggles and her father’s soul, mouth
hanging open in horror. “How could

you? This… this is evil!”
“Lia,” Bruce fought to keep
her attention and make her understand. “Lia, you have to get off this
ship.”
Lia gripped the brim of the
hat and magic burned beneath
her hands. The tumult of the other
souls increased. Bruce barely managed to hear what she said next.
Looking down the hat’s goggles, Lia growled, “You’re not my
father.”
“Lia!” Bruce dissolved into the
haze of souls. This was his final
thought.
--The gray mist faded. The white
noise focused. I drank in the world
through a pair of scratched goggles.
I silenced the last murmur of the
individual souls. Only semi-aware
of their collective memories, I
struggled to piece together the last
few hours… days?
That crook’s daughter still
held me by the brim.
“If you’re a witch,” I asked,
“why haven’t you escaped?”
She started and looked down
at me. So blank and naive… if I had
eyes, I would have rolled them.
“What…? W-where’s my
father?”
“Your father’s gone, sweetie,”
I told her. “If only you’d realized
that before trying to summon him
from the dead and killed all these
people.”
“W-what?”
“Oh, please! Don’t you realize
this is all you fault? By creating me,
you put everyone on this boat at
risk. I didn’t want to hurt anyone,
but your petty father couldn’t control himself when it was just him
in the hat, and now just look at the
carnage.”
“What are you? Where’s my
father? He just told me the captain
killed you--I mean him.”
The captain? That’s right.
interesting.
Someone knocked on the infirmary door and Lia turned, her back
to the open window. Between the
wind and my fervent concentration,
I was knocked free of her grasp and
blew out and over the third deck,
searching for my next host.
I landed with a thud in the
sporting area. A wet nose, the
fringe of a droopy ear and a panting tongue came into view of the
goggles. Oh, great…

Tia Colbert

“The Art of Lying”

Staff Writer
_________________________________

SCENE: Swimming pool. Lorraine
is sitting alone on the steps in the
water, but talking on the phone.
LORRAINE: Yes, Mom, I know.
LORRAINE’S MOM: Muffled Oh,
but sometimes I worry about
you. All alone in a big city by
yourself.
LORRAINE: It’s not that big. Besides, I rarely go out anyway. You
know, because I’m studying.
LM: Yes, of course. How are your
classes? Is finance still giving you
trouble?
LORRAINE: Who? Me? No, I got
through that ages ago. My professor says I’m on track to finish
with an A.
LM: That’s wonderful, honey! I
knew you could do it.
LORRAINE: Well, I get all of my
hard work and dedication from
you, mom.
LM: Oh, stop it, Lor. But really, I
am proud of you.
LORRAINE: Sighs Actually, Mom,
I have to go now.
LM: Oh?

LORRAINE: Yep, just remembered I need to finish something
and submit it tonight.
LM: Oh yeah, you had better get
that done.
LORRAINE: Uh huh, I will, Mom.
Bye!
LM: Love you.
LORRAINE: Love you, too.
LORRAINE hangs up and takes a
deep breath. Her phone rings.
LORRAINE: Yo.
ETTA: How did the monthly go?
LORRAINE: Oh you know, I said
some things, spun some tales.
Said a little too much, but everything was a lie so it doesn’t really
matter.
ETTA: That well, huh?
LORRAINE: So it goes.
ETTA: If you don’t like it, why
don’t you drop the act?
LORRAINE: Ugh, Etta, you don’t
understand. If I don’t get an education, I’m a nobody.
ETTA: But you’re not getting an
education…
LORRAINE: Yeah, but my mom

doesn’t know that.
ETTA: Okay, but, you’re supposed
to graduate in, like, a year. How
you gonna fake that?
LORRAINE: Gosh, Etta, do you
even know me? I’m doing as well
in finance as I thought. Some
other class didn’t work out either.
I have to take them over the summer at a community college, and
they give me my degree there. No
bells and whistles.
ETTA: And your mom’s gonna go
for that?
LORRAINE: If I push really hard,
yes, she will.
ETTA: Alright, alright. Do your
thing, Raine. I’ve got to go,
though.
LORRAINE: Yeah, yeah, have fun
at your college party.
ETTA: See you soon. She hangs
up.
LORRAINE: I’ll be doing my thing.
THE END
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Molly Doruska
Staff Writer
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After a tough stretch of conference games, the Lawrence
University baseball team took a
break from Midwest Conference
opponents and faced off against
Lakeland University (11-20). The
home game for the Vikings was
originally scheduled to be a double-header on Thursday, April 27,
but was changed to one game on
Friday, April 29.
After a scoreless first inning,
Lawrence scored three runs in
the second to jump out to an early
3-0 lead. With freshman Ethan
Jones already on base, freshman Patrick McDonnell homered
to center. Later in the inning,
Lawrence tacked on another run
on an RBI-double to center by
sophomore Nolan Spencer that
allowed freshman Reno Zemrak
to score. The Vikings added to
their lead in the third inning
on an RBI-single by Jones that
sent junior Zach Rabideau home.
Then, in the fourth, McDonnell

Baseball tallies another win

blasted his second home run of
the game, this time to left field,
extending Lawrence’s lead to 5-0.
Later in the inning, junior Travis
Weber singled to left allowing
Spencer to reach home plate to
make the score 6-0 in the Vikings
favor. In the fifth inning, junior
Cole Erickson was caught stealing second; however, Jones was
able to score on the throw to give
Lawrence a 7-0 lead. In the sixth
inning Lakeland came roaring
back scoring six runs to cut the
Vikings lead down to just one at
7-6. However, in the bottom of the
inning, Lawrence added another
run on an RBI lineout to left by
junior Matthew Holliday that
allowed McDonnell to score. In the
seventh, Zemark hit a double that
sent Erickson and Jones home,
extending the Viking lead to 10-6.
Lawrence was not done scoring
in the inning as freshman Rudy
Muller-Schrader singled to left
sending Zemark home to make the
score 11-6. Lakeland tacked on
another three runs in the eighth
inning, but it was not enough and
the Vikings took the win 11-9.

Lawrence recorded 18 hits in
the game. Spencer and Jones each
had four hits while Zemark and
McDonnell contributed 3 apiece.
McDonnell also had 3 RBIs in the
contest. Junior Kyle Duex recorded the win for the Vikings as he
pitched five plus innings, giving
up four runs and four walks while
striking out six of the 24 batters
he faced. Freshman Brad Olson
and Rabideau each pitched two
innings for Lawrence in the game
as well.
With the win, the Vikings
improve to 5-24-1 on the season.
Their conference record remains
unchanged at 1-10-1. Looking
ahead, the team has one more nonconference game on Thursday,
May 4, against Concordia before
two double-headers against St.
Norbert College on Friday, May
5 and Saturday, May 6. Lawrence
plays host on Friday with the
games scheduled for 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. at Whiting Field. This is the
last weekend of scheduled play for
the team and they hope to end the
season on a strong note.

miles from Portland, the Utah Jazz
proved their strength by defeating the L.A. Clippers 104-91, ending the thrilling series 4-3 to face
the Golden State Warriors. Gordon
Hayward scored 26 points while
George Hill and Derrick Favors
added 17 points apiece to finish
the seventh game with a win for
the Jazz. DeAndre Jordan contributed 24 points while Chris Paul
only got 13 points for the Clippers.
The game went well for the Jazz
in the third with a 23-9 run to
take the largest lead in the series.
They kept the lead until the end
of the game and closed the series
4-3 to advance to the Western
semifinals.
Russell Westbrook might
have to give up his MVP title after
Oklahoma City Thunder’s loss
to the Houston Rockets 99-105
on Tuesday, April 24. James
Harden added 34 points to send
a 47-point game by Westbrook
back home and Houston took the
series 4-1. The Rockets were phenomenal with their free throws,
leading 98-91 in the fourth quar-

ter while Oklahoma City missed
many shots that could have closed
the gap. After scoring 20 points in
the third, Westbrook only scored
two out of eleven in the end. As
a result, Oklahoma City lost--a
disappointing end for Westbrook
after his amazing season with
the NBA record of 31.6 points
per game. On the Houston side,
Harden successes in 15 out of 16
free throws were the most important key to victory in the game.
The team will have to place the
San Antonio Spurs in the second
round after they close the series
versus Memphis 4-2 with a 10396 win in Memphis, Tennessee.
For the Eastern Conference, the
Boston Celtics won game six 10583 against the Chicago Bulls on
Friday, April 28. The men in green
led the game with 13 points in the
halftime before bullying the Bulls
with 34-18 in the third. Avery
Bradley performed well with
23 points for the Celtics, while
the Bulls could not replace the
absence of point guard Rajon
Rondo and lost their rhythm. With

Senior Adam McDonald (above) and junior Kyle Deux (below) prepare for their game.
Photos by Victor Nguyen.

Will the Cavaliers defend their NBA title?

Victor Nguyen
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

It was a busy week last week
for NBA fans when the first round
of the playoffs continued to identify the eight strongest teams from
both the Western and the Eastern
Conference.
For the Western Conference,
right in Portland, Stephen Curry
scored 37 points to help Golden
State beat the Blazers 128-103 on
Monday, April 24 to advance to the
conference semifinals. Even with
coach Steve Kerr out for surgery,
the team swept the Blazers four
straight games with the return of
Kevin Durant. Durant started and
the Warriors built a 72-48 lead at
halftime before making it 104-77
in the third quarter, marking the
most points ever in a quarter for
the Warriors in a playoff game
—Durant and all Golden State’s
starters were in double figures.
Damian Lillard scored 34 points
for the Blazers, but his efforts did
not stop the Warriors from winning.
On Sunday, April 30, 1000

this win, Boston Celtics would
continue to the semifinals, facing the Washington Wizards,
who just eliminated the Atlanta
Hawks 115-99 in game six on the
same day. Point guard John Wall
had an outstanding performance
with a career playoff high of 42
points, crushing any hopes the
Hawks might have had of making
a comeback. The Atlanta Hawks
narrowed the gap from 19 to 7 in
the third quarter, but Wall singlehandedly lifted the Wizards and
struck back 22-9 to win the series
4-2.
In Milwaukee, the Toronto
Raptors nearly blew a 25-point
lead in game six but managed to
win a tight game 92-89 against
the Milwaukee Bucks—they will
play the Cavaliers in the next
series. DeMar DeRozan paced
the Raptors with 32 points while
Giannis Antetokounmpo scored 34
points for the Bucks. The Raptors
held a 25-point lead in the third
quarter, but Jason Terry came up
with some throws that helped
the Bucks save the game 80-78 in

Blast From the past

the fourth. However, the Raptors
bounced back with Cory Joseph
turning the game around to win
with only 3 points ahead. This was
worrisome for the Raptors, since
they have to face the formal champions, the Cleveland Cavaliers, in
the semifinals. LeBron James continued to send the Indiana Pacers
home with a 106-102 victory in
Indianapolis. The four-time MVP
scored 33 points, 10 rebounds
and two blocks to win his twenty-first consecutive first-round
game. The Cavaliers completed
the 4-0 series with a really close
game after blowing a 13-point
lead in the fourth quarter before
James showed his true powers
and scored a thrilling three points
in the last seconds to gain the
Pacers’ victory.
With this win, the Cavaliers
will continue to defend their title
against the Raptors. Will we to
have a Warriors-Cavaliers final
like the last two years or will
James Harden lead the Rockets
to challenge the champion? Check
back with us and see.

Vikes grab third place

Published:

Author:
Kevin Rettelle

The Lawrence University
men’s track team competed in its
final meet of the year this past
weekend with a third place finish
at the Midwest Conference meet.
This year the two-day event was
held at the University of Chicago’s
Alonzo Stagg Field.
The Vikes did well on the
first day, as finals were held in
four events. Ron Wopat continued his domination of the discus
with a winning throw of 164’10’’.
Wopat’s javelin throw of 183’7 ¾’’
earned him second place in that
event, only ¼’’ behind the winner. In the long jump Rob Stevens
came through with a jump of 22’6’’
to win despite the fact that he
was injured for much of the season. Jim Miller ended Carleton’s
domination of the six mile run by
breaking the conference record,
winning in 30:51.2. Bob Eddy

added another point with a sixth
in the discus, giving Lawrence 39
points and the lead going into the
second day of competition.
Unfortunately, the second day did not yield the same
kind of performances as the
first, but the Vikings finished
in good form. Wopat ran into
trouble in the shot put but still
finished second with a throw of
51’3”. Eddy also had problems,
but his involved the high jump.
Eddy also took a second place at
6’2” with one miss more than the
winner. He had a fine day in the
shot however, placing third with a
throw of 46’10”. Miller ran a fine
race again in the three mile in
14:40.2, this time placing second
to Carleton’s All-American Dale
Kramer. Jo Socha hopped 42’10’’
for fifth place in the triple jump.
Kevin Retelle finished fifth in the
mile in 4:24.6 and finally, Jeff

By Teddy Kortenhof
Hawley took sixth in the three
mile in 15:53.3. Lawrence ended
up with 74 points, well behind second place Carleton, who had 116,
but safely ahead of Monmouth,
who finished fourth with 59.
For two Lawrentians, competition will continue through
this weekend with Wopat and
Miller
competing
in
the
Division
III
National
Championships in Grand Rapids,
Mich. To enter this meet they had
to meet qualifying standards set
by the NCAA. Wopat has qualified in the shot put and discus
and Miller in the six mile, run as
10,000 meters.
My Response
This past weekend, two
records were broken by the track
team. Senior Jackson Straughan
broke the hammer throw record,
set in 2012 by Nick Kerkman.

May 26, 1976

Sophomore Josh Janusiak broke a
39-year-old record in the 10,000
meter run, set by Jim Miller at the
1978 NCAA Division III national
championships. The breaking of
records is a testament to the continuing growth and development
of Lawrence University athletics,
and also a reminder of the generations of athletes who are immortalized in the history of Lawrence
Athletics.
Each athlete on all of
Lawrence’s sports teams strive
to fill large shoes. Generations of
athletes have come before, leaving their marks, their places and
their times on Lawrence Athletics.
While not all are immortalized on
the record board, all have had an
impact on the Lawrence Vikings.
Echoes of former teammates ring
through each and every sports
team, carrying a sense of tradition and continuity that defines

athletics. In the same way, current athletes shape the future of
Lawrence Athletics. Their actions
define not only themselves, but
also the future of the teams for
which they compete. In this way,
the athletic tradition of Lawrence
is carried forward.
Just as Miller and Kerkman’s
records have fallen, so too, someday, will Janusiak and Straughan’s.
But the impact these athletes have
had on Lawrence Athletics will be
passed down, from one athlete to
the next, into the future.
All athletes strive to be the
best they can be, but rare is the
athlete who can best all who have
gone before. As old records fall
and new names grace the lists
in Alexander Gymnasium, we celebrate our champions, new and
old. With each performance, vic-

See page 6
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Captains
Corner

Viking
of the Week

Elsie Tenpas & Arianna Fearing

Teddy Kortenhof
Men’s Track & Field

Sarah Grubbe

Dance Team

Staff Writer

Co-Sports Editor

____________________________________

SOFTBALL

This week I had the pleasure to talk to the former sports
editor and current writer Teddy
Kortenhof. Kortenhof, a junior, runs
cross country in the fall and distance indoor and outdoor track
and field. Last week the track team
had multiple first and second place
performances—among them was
Teddy’s second place in the steeplechase.
Photo courtesy of Elsie Tenpas.

Arianna Fearing: Right now the team is full of dedicated dancers and
the success of the dance team is dependent on individual growth. We
challenge each other not only to grow in our own personal lives, but
as self-directed dancers as well. I know that I’ve grown not only as a
dancer in form but as a performer—I’ve gained confidence and I’ve
learned to have fun doing what I love to do!

Elsie Tenpas: We set both personal goals as well as team goals and
we’d really love to shoot for some future competitions. We practice
for six hours a week and it seems to be a small sacrifice for something
that means so much to us and is so enjoyable!
SG: Does the Dance Team share these goals and joys of dance with the
community at large at all?

ET: The LUDT hosts periodic dance workshops that are open to the
community through I am: Appleton Moves, an outreach program
sponsored by the team that allows kids to get up and get moving! We
bring in amazing guest choreographers and we also offer workshops
to the Lawrence student body.
SG: What do you look forward to most as the newly appointed team
captains?
AF: Before LUDT, I’d never had the opportunity to do poms and it is so
much fun! I look forward to pushing the team to grow and I am very
excited to start choreographing.

SG: In which ways does the LUDT have a positive impact on campus
and within your own personal lives?
AF: As a transfer student, dance team welcomed me into the community. I love the fact that dance team allows me to intermix my love for
dance and my passion for community involvement. Dance team is an
escape and each dancer is given the ability to show off their individual
talents and that freedom creates a welcoming environment that feels
like a home in the Lawrence community.

ET: We collaborate quite a bit and these dancers have become close
friends of mine--dance team is a community of tightly knit individuals.
SG: Do you have any major goals for the direction of the team in the
coming season?

ET: I’d love to see more of a presence for the LUDT on campus—more
fundraisers and more performances. Right now we’re gearing up for
the Spring Dance Show and it’s going to be great!

Shane Farrell: For people that
don’t know, what is the steeplechase?

Photo courtesy of Teddy
Kortenhof.

Teddy Kortenhof: The steeplechase is a 3,000 meter event with
hurdles. Each lap, competitors hurdle five barriers. One of the barriers has a pit of water over (or into) which one jumps. Over the race’s
seven and a half laps, there are 28 regular barriers and seven water
jumps. It is grueling.

_____________________________________

The softball season at
Lawrence is in its final games,
and this last weekend our softball team went to Whiting Field
against Monmouth College for a
Midwest Conference doubleheader. Lawrence sophomore Madeline
MacLean went two for three at the
plate and had a two-run homer
putting the Vikings at a 2-1 lead in
the first inning. Lawrence freshman Amanda Karnatz went two

for four with a pair of doubles
and Lawrence sophomore Sofie
Pedersen was two for three for
Lawrence (14-20, 5-13 MWC).
Monmouth College (18-17, 10-8
MWC) came in ready to match
Lawrence’s strong start with
three runs in the third and five
runs in the sixth inning. Kaylee
Kurtz went two for four, had 4
runs and scored a pair of runs as
well. In the nightcap Monmouth
took the game with six runs in
the second inning and Rebecca
Gallis went three for four with a

MWC
15-3
14-4
13-4
12-5
10-8
8-10
7-11
5-13
5-13
0-18

SF: How/why did you get involved in this event?

SF: How did it feel crossing the line with an impressive second?

St. Norbert
Beloit
Ripon
Lawrence

North
11-2
7-5-1
7-6
1-11-1

TK: Lawrence actually has something of a proud steeple tradition.
Over the last few years, we have had some very good steeplers, so I
started racing the steeple because it is what we do. I also find that it is
a fun race. Hurdles every 80 meters help to break up the long distance.
TK: My finish was somewhat dramatic—with 400 meters (and five
barriers) to go, I was in third, somewhat close behind a guy from St.
Norbert’s. It stinks being beaten by guys in the conference, so I wanted
to chase him down. By the final 100 (one barrier left), I had mostly
made up the distance, but the Norbert’s guy still had me by 10 meters.
In accelerating to try to catch him, I vaulted the last barrier, but hit
it pretty hard with my trail leg. I did wind up catching him after the
vault, but I had to bleed for it. At the finish line my teammates made
me go to the training room to get patched up. My knee was bleeding
pretty badly.
SF: Both the men’s and women’s teams had great performances last
meet, are you proud being a part of this team?

TK: I am extremely proud of everyone on the team and I am honored to be a part of the team. We had an amazing weekend. Josh and
Jackson broke two school records, which is really cool. We had more
amazing performances than I have space to list here. But most of all,
I think that my fellow steeplers deserve mention. I was one of four
Vikings to steeple this meet. Alec Timpe and Aaron Arthur joined me
in the men’s race. Both of them had great races, although Alec decided
to go for a bit of a swim after one of his water jumps. Christina Sedall
made her steeple debut in the women’s race. She did amazing. It was
a ton of fun being out there with them.
SF: So what is next?

TK: The team is gearing up for our home meet next weekend. We will
be defending our home turf on Saturday against St. Norbert’s. The
week after that, it is on to the Conference Championships!

OVR
18-14
26-8
24-14
21-14
18-17
13-23
11-23
14-20
8-28
1-27

BASEBALL

Grinnell
Cornell
Monmouth
Knox
Illinois

TEAM

OVR
18-12
16-16
15-16
13-16
11-23

22-8
13-17-1

8-22
5-24-1

MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
Grinnell
Cornell
Lake Forest
Lawrence
Monmouth
St. Norbert
Illinois
Knox
Ripon

MWC
8-0
7-1
6-2
5-3
4-4
3-5
2-6
1-7
0-8

OVR
18-9
17-11
14-11
11-10
7-12
8-8
3-12
1-16
0-15

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
on May 3, 2017

Upcoming
Events
Track and Field

One Final Home Game for Softball

Staff Writer

TEAM
St. Norbert
Cornell
Illinois
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Ripon
Grinnell
Lawrence
Beloit
Knox

MWC
South
11-5
10-6
8-8
6-10
6-14

You can catch Elsie, Arianna and the LUDT performing at the Spring
Dance show on May 20 at 6:30 p.m. and May 21 at 2 p.m. in the
Stansbury theatre!

Michele Haeberlin

STANDINGS

_____________________________________

This week I had the opportunity to sit down with newly
elected Lawrence University
Dance Team (LUDT) sophomore
captains Arianna Fearing and
Elsie Tenpas to discuss their relationships to the team and their
goals for the coming season.
Sarah Grubbe: The trimester
system is a fast paced one, what
does it mean that the dancers of
the team are willing and able to
carve out six hours a week for
practice and how does it benefit
the team as a whole?

Shane Farrell

pair of doubles and drove in four
runs for Monmouth. Karnatz went
two for three with two doubles
and scored both of the Vikings’
runs. Brianna Perchall allowed 5
hits and 1 run over 2.2 innings
of relief for Monmouth’s win and
MacLean allowed 8 hits and 2
runs over 3.1 innings for the loss.
Coach Tatro said of the game, “Our
team is young after we graduated
six seniors in 2016. Sometimes
youth translates to inconsistent
play … but defense certainly was
what we were most consistent in,

and defense can win championships. Many young players gained
some valuable experience this
year and we hope it translates
to improvement for next year.” In
the end, Liz Hippen gave up five
hits over seven innings, struck
out eight times and walked once
for Monmouth’s win. Lawrence
freshman Emilia Jackson allowed
eleven hits, struck out five times
and walked five times. Monmouth
took the game with a 12-3 win in
the opener and one big inning for
the 8-2 victory in the nightcap.

Saturday, May 6 at 10 a.m.
Viking Invitational

Baseball

Thursday, May 4 at 5 p.m. at
Kapco Park
Friday, May 5 at 12 p.m. vs.
St. Norbert
Saturday, May 6 at 12 p.m. at
Mel Nicks Field

Softball

Thursday, May 4 at 3 p.m. at
University of Chicago
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Hidden Figures of Lawrence: Lynn Van Zeeland
Juliana Olsen-Valdez
Staff Writer

______________________________

This column is devoted to highlighting staff members that play a huge role in
the everyday experiences of the Lawrence
community. The goal is to focus on the
“Hidden Figures” of Lawrence University and
their interests both within, and outside of
Lawrence.
This past Monday, May 1 marked
National College Acceptance Day, which is
the last day for students to accept admission into the college or university that they
will attend in the fall of this year. In the past
few months, Lawrence has been bustling
with prospective students and their parents, eager to see what the campus has to
offer. Some of those prospective students
will end up at other universities across the
country, but many of them will become a
part of the Lawrence Class of 2021.
Lawrence exists first and foremost
because of its students. Each year, as the
school says farewell to a senior class, it
welcomes a new group of freshmen into
the campus community. But who chooses
these people, how are they chosen and why
do they end up at Lawrence? That is the
role of the Office of Admissions staff. Lynn
Van Zeeland is the Senior Administrative
Assistant in the Office of Admissions. She
has a variety of roles, all of which are crucial
to the success of admissions at Lawrence.
On a regular day, Van Zeeland assists
the Dean and Director of Admissions and
serves as building director for Alice G.
Chapman Hall, which is the location of
Admissions, Career Services, ACE and Film
Studies. Van Zeeland also provides overall
support to the whole staff and manages the

Youth Options Program that allows local
high school students to apply for advanced
classes at Lawrence.
Van Zeeland additionally organizes
the nine large open houses for prospective
students visiting Lawrence throughout the
year. Van Zeeland gets a lot of help from the
greater Lawrence community. She reflected
on how grateful she is towards current
students for being so welcoming to all the
prospective students. “Everybody is so willing to be helpful and friendly,” she said. Van
Zeeland believes this makes Lawrence a
truly unique community to visit.
It has been almost thirteen years since
Van Zeeland began working in the Office of
Admissions. When Van Zeeland first started
in 2004, the dining hall was located in
Alice G. Chapman Hall and the Office of
Admissions was in a little house across the
street from Kohler Hall. Back then, applications came in paper-form through the
mail. “When the mail came in, we got [bins]
heaping full [of] mail,” Van Zeeland said.
“You would open [the] mail and you would
group it, so that was how you would find all
of the different pieces to the applications.
And then that all had to be hand-entered
[into computers].”
Van Zeeland has noticed that the transition to online applications has allowed
the staff in the Office of Admissions to focus
more time on reviewing applications and
preparing for prospective student visits.
Interestingly, as more general information
about Lawrence has become available on
the internet, visits have become more specific to the interests and goals of individual
prospective students.
Van Zeeland loves the variety that her
job brings, as well as the interactions she
has with student staff workers. Van Zeeland
also appreciates getting to meet prospective students and see the excitement and
nervousness contained within those visits.

Lynn Van Zeeland sits behind her desk in the Office of Admissions, located in Alice G. Chapman Hall.
Photo by Larissa Davis.

As some Lawrentians may remember, each prospective student applying to
Lawrence must submit a 47-word response
answering the question ‘Why Lawrence?’
Everyone interprets the 47-word response
differently. And when asked how she defined
the ‘Lawrence Difference,’ Van Zeeland
responded, “The ‘Lawrence Difference’ is
different to everybody, and I think that is
the ‘Lawrence Difference.’ This place opens
up your eyes to things you never knew were
out there.”
On top of all of the roles Van Zeeland
has at Lawrence, there are many activities
and jobs that Van Zeeland assumes in her
daily life as well. Van Zeeland enjoys spending time in the northern part of the state,
which provides a “peace of heaven” away
from phones, internet and even the washing machine! “It’s just peaceful; that’s my
downtime,” Van Zeeland said. Recently, Van
Zeeland’s sons have also moved back to the

area, which has allowed the family to spend
more time together. One of her sons is an
alumnus of Lawrence, and both have been
busy with jobs and school. Van Zeeland is
glad her kids are close to home and the family for now, but she commented, “If they go
somewhere fun, then I have a place to visit!”
It may come as a surprise that with
so many roles, Van Zeeland is considered
one of the Lawrentian’s ‘Hidden Figures.’
Her upbeat and genuine character make
her a welcoming staff member, and her
hard work allows for prospective students
from all over the world to envision themselves within the campus community. So,
although she may be tucked away in the
Office of Admissions, Van Zeeland’s presence has created opportunities for current
and future students to find their place at
Lawrence.

Grace Reif

Lau explained that LU Bike Club is looking to have more events like Biking with the
Professors in the future. Lau believes that
professor and student relationships outside
of the context of school are important for
both parties.
“One of the goals of the event was to
build relationships between students and
faculty,” Lau said. “We actually didn’t know
a lot of professors were into cycling until
we reached out to them. We realized that it
might be a good medium to connect faculty
and students, hang out and share a common goal. You see them more as a person.
There’s one professor who teaches computer science, and he’s a rider. And once he’s
on his bike, you don’t see him as a computer
science professor, you see him as a rider. It’s
a great equalizer.”
“Lawrence is known for having fairly
close relationships with professors,” Arden
added to Lau’s sentiment, “but extending
that to things outside of academics brings
a new element into it, so you see them in a
different light. You get a better sense of who
they are in their everyday lives, so that creates a more intimate connection with more
empathy.” This newfound sense of empathy
may be a relief for students who are unable
to attend their professor’s office hours, or if
they do not feel comfortable participating
in class.
Beyond students benefitting from seeing their professors in a new light, Arden
explained that completing non-academic
activities with students is just as beneficial
for professors. “Every year,” Arden said, “the
professors have to plan their classes around
the student body, so they need to have a
good idea of who their students are. The
better they know them, the better they can
plan [their classes.]”
Students interested in events like this
or cycling in general may find a place in LU
Bike Club. Anyone interested should email
Jason Lau or Theo Arden for more details.

‘Biking with Profs’ strengthens
faculty, student relations

Staff Writer

________________________________________________

Blast from the Past
continued from page 4

tory or defeat, we look forward to the
next game, meet or record to be toppled.
Miller was not alone at the 1978 National
Championships—Ron Wopat also compet-

ed in both shot put and discus. Wopat still
holds the Lawrence record in the discus.
It is this record, and others, at which the
Lawrence Vikings now take aim.

For many students, getting to know
professors may seem intimidating, even
with the casual ‘call-me-by-my-first-name’
teaching style adopted by most Lawrence
professors. It can be difficult to break
through the wall of academia and see that
professors are just people. There are several groups on campus that hold events
to get to know professors on a personal
level, such as SLUG’s professor dinner or
Lawrence Swing Dance’s Dancing with the
Profs. Now, a newer club, the LU Bike Club,
is forging relationships between students
and professors through friendly competition and cycling.
This past weekend, Bike Club held
their first Biking with the Profs Event. The
highlight of the event was a scavenger hunt
that was open to all students and faculty
members. Professor of Music Mark Urness,
Professor of French Dominica Chang and
Professor of Economics Hillary Caruthers
were among the professors that participated in the event.
Sophomore Theo Arden, the Ride
Coordinator for the club, explained that the
event was a ‘choose your own ride’ scavenger hunt where cyclists are divided into
two teams with an even number of students
and professors on each team. The teams
worked together to find certain places
around Appleton featured in the scavenger
hunt, ending with both teams meeting at
Tempest Coffee Collective.
LU Bike Club is one of the newest
editions to the many new clubs that have
popped up on campus this year. The club
was started by sophomore and LU Bike
Club president Jason Lau. This is one of the
first major events held by the club, which is
still in the process of finding new members
and being a well-established part of the
Lawrence community.
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Sell Us Your Major: Environmental Studies
Katie Mueller
Staff Writer

_________________________________

This column is devoted to sharing student and faculty input on the various majors
offered at Lawrence. The goal is to highlight
areas of study that are not well known and to
provide undecided students an inside look at
things they may want to study.
Each part of our environment is balanced with another, and from that balance
we shape our communities, social structures, cultures and lifestyles. As one part
of the balance shifts, so do our lifestyles,
and vice versa. This is one of the ideas that
students and faculty in the Environmental
Studies Department at Lawrence University
are grappling with in order to be active in
optimistic problem solving in the face of
environmental issues.
Environmental Studies is a discipline
that works to understand the core of environmental issues in our world today. This
is based in a scientific understanding. In
order to apply those understandings, students must also learn how culture, politics
and the broader scope of humanities affect
our interaction with the natural world in
order to develop solutions to environmental issues that can be effective.
Associate Professor of Geology Jeffrey
Clark stated, “Environmental Studies is
about the living and nonliving, the natural

and the built environment, humans and
nature. It’s about their interaction. And
people spend a lot of time trying to figure
out what nature means and how separate it
is from people.”
With a foundation in scientific analysis, Environmental Studies is dependent
on how that scientific analysis reaches out
to affect others. In this way, it melds effortlessly with the interconnected model of
a liberal arts education. Clark said, “In
environmental studies, in order to understand and to propose solutions, you have
to understand what the problem is. This
involves scientific inquiry. This may lead
to solutions, but those solutions have to be
implemented in a particular political, economic and cultural context. And so all those
pieces make up environmental studies.”
“We could also think about how philosophy and history work into this,” Clark
continued. “They discuss what our conception of the environment is through time and
how that has evolved, or how that might
be handled ethically. Also, how people create art is affected by the environment. We
express their views and passions with the
environment.”
For Clark, one of the most important facets of his teaching is being able
to work closely with his students as they
are learning and challenging themselves in
new ways. “I really like small lab sections
because I get to work closely with students,” he said. “I think we all like to share
our experiences and ideas. I like to hear
about new ideas from students and I like to

share my experiences and ideas with them.”
Not only does Clark see these small lab
sections as opportunities to share perspectives among one another, but he also values
how these small lab sections allow for
student led engagement opportunities. For
example, a group of environmental studies
students created the Sustainable Lawrence
University Garden (SLUG) about twelve
years ago out of a class that Clark was
offering. The class started at the beginning
of January, and by June, SLUG was already
producing its first harvest of spinach.
“It just happened really quickly,” Clark
reflected. “You can go from zero to implementation in this sort of a setting as long as
people agree that there is some great idea.”
Clark also linked his department of
Environmental Studies to the Freshman
Studies program. He stated, “When I think
about Freshman Studies, I think about
showing that there are many different ways
to think about the world; scientific, historic,
artistic and philosophical. Through different works, Freshman Studies asks how we
engage with our world around us and how
we think critically. I think Environmental
Studies fits in perfectly with that. You take
any given environmental issue and it’s complicated and there are many different ways
to approach it. It’s good citizenship and
engagement building in that way, thinking
about things through different perspectives.”
In the scope of their education, Clark
aspires to give his students the tools necessary to get engaged with change. He

wants students to leave Lawrence thinking
‘what now’ when they see that all the ways
humans are impacting the environment.
“I try to bring them to a place where
they understand that it doesn’t mean that
things can’t change,” Clark said. “Things can
change. I hope they have some optimism as
long as they’re going to engage in process.
Nothing just changes. There are people
driving it. We have to recognize that change
happens if we’re willing to engage.”
Clark elaborated this thought as he
stated, “We have an apiary. That’s not legal
in the city of Appleton, bees are considered
livestock. But students on campus wanted
to start bees as part of SLUG operation.
The city said we aren’t zoned for it. So they
worked very hard to do one simple thing, to
get a variance for educational institutions.
They were successful, but it took a year and
a half. Through this, they got to see how
to be politically engaged on the local level
and how to gather local support. That is
the kind of engagement we need; you see
something that needs to change and you’re
going to work towards it.”
At
Lawrence
University,
the
Environmental Studies department helps
to expose the inner workings of our world
and to wrestle with the role we play in both
helping and hurting it. During this process,
the department equips students with the
skills to be optimistic about their ability to
make an impact and to engage in change.

Photo Feature: A Look Inside
Residence Hall Rooms
Photos by Larissa Davis

With housing selection right around the corner, some students
may be concerned about being put into a residence hall that
wasn’t their first choice. However, all residence halls have just as
many perks as drawbacks. This photo feature is dedicated to giving students a look into the various residence hall rooms around
campus, starting with Plantz Hall, Trever Hall, and Kohler Hall.

This Kohler Hall Room is currently occupied by Lynn Ford. The perks of Kohler Hall are the sinks in the rooms
and an elevator to reach all seven floors.

Room in Trever Hall currently occupied by Freshmen Larissa Davis and Taylor Blackson. Highlights of Trever Hall include large windows and its proximity to the Warch
Campus Center.

This Plantz Hall Double is occupied by students Alex Gomez and Gawain Usher. Plantz Hall is prominent for
it’s proximity to the Conservatory of Music .
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Renowned duo performs
mix of traditional and
contemporary Indian music

The Midlands
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_______________________

Senior Jason Koth is doing
exactly what he wants to do. While
he plays a strong role in the classical saxophone studio, Koth also
spends much of his time creating
and recording music on his own.
He has been recording since the
end of middle school and near
the beginning of college realized
the importance of releasing his
music—originally intended for
just himself—to others. Thus,
The Midlands was born; a vehicle
for Koth to share music that he
describes as reflecting both “life in
general and the cyclical nature of
emotional ups and downs.”
Last term, his debut EP,
“Young,” was released and is followed today, May 5, by the release
of his first full-length album, “Light
Among Gravity.” Both are sleekly
and meticulously constructed,
but still maintain a humanity that
nearly all listeners will connect to
in their own unique ways.

On “Young:”
As a debut EP, “Young” is
incredibly strong. While there is a
more noticeable and powerful arc
on the full-length album, the EP
does a lot within its 21 minutes,
creating a cohesive blend that is
unlike most other, shorter debut
releases I have heard. It opens
quickly with “Heart Beating,”
in which layers of trickling and
shimmering synths provide a
busy backdrop for Koth’s “vocals.”
Rather than singing, he plays saxophone in a simple, lyrical fashion,
molding his sound after the vocalists from bands such as Paper
Route, Sigur Rós and Radiohead.
With a commanding tone that
remains sensitive, Koth’s saxophone playing is a perfect companion to the otherwise much
more ethereal soundscape he creates, providing it with direction.
The next track, “Weightless,”
has a much less active atmosphere, building off of lush chords
and minimal bass and claps while
a pizzicato-esque figure weaves
in and out, alternating with the
sax. The openness creates plenty of room for the production to
breathe and encapsulates the title
well, while the sparse percussive
noises are grounding and give the
weightlessness context.
“Real” is a beautiful piano
feature, cut a bit too short.
Bittersweet, it echoes—perhaps
best of the EP—the themes of
childhood and nostalgia Koth
wants to convey through The
Midlands’ music. Within the context of the greater work, the track
provides time for reflection, as the
saxophone vocals are not present. Despite the “vocals” not being
word-based, their absence is a
nice contrast to the other three
pieces.
The saxophone comes back

on the final track, “With God
Surrounding,” a patient soundscape that revels in its very few
voices resonating minimally for
nearly four minutes—the sax
waiting to join until the end of
that first half -- and quickly blossoms into a much denser, layered
soundscape, only to slowly melt
away, throughout its second half,
into nothingness.

On “Light Among Gravity:”
As mentioned earlier, the arc
form is more prevalent on the
full-length album. There are many
aspects that give this album a
very mature vibe; the conceptual
way it is constructed is undoubtedly near the top of that list. The
beginning takes its time, gradually gaining intensity, slight tones
of melancholy becoming more
present throughout. The album
comes to an emotional peak at
“Sometimes,” veering quickly
away from the subtler patches
and lilting sax tones Koth uses,
to incorporate harsher, distorted
sounds as well as much thicker
textures.
Soon after this, the dust
settles once more, and the next
track, an interlude entitled “Exist,”
bridges the album with a familiar
theme, echoed from “Sometimes.”
Vocals—actual vocals, not saxophone—sound, washed in reverb
and effects, giving them a clean
tone that is also warm. The vocals
welcome in the somber acoustic
guitar of the following track well
and after a few minutes of artful layering, again the subdued
explodes into the relatively abrasive, harder rock that peeks its
head out occasionally throughout
the album.
Its arc and emotional impact
cannot be done justice with words,
but hopefully they have piqued
your interest in listening. The
expressive weight “Light Among
Gravity” has is enormous, yet it
still feels distant and reclusive at
times. This ties into Koth’s creative process; he originally made
this music to fill a void he sensed,
but later decided to release it,
knowing very well that listeners
would often feel differently about
it -- and that was okay with him.
I cannot suggest listening to
Koth’s music and starting a dialogue with him enough. To see
someone doing what they want
to do creatively and forming such
strong ideas of what they want
to do for the rest of their life is
both inspiring and humbling. I am
excited to see where he goes, but
no matter what, I know it will be
far. Purchase Koth’s music at his
Bandcamp, <themidlandsmusic.
bandcamp.com>, and keep an eye
out for a second album—which is
in its cookery stages—and a short
film inspired by “Light Among
Gravity.”

Wendell Leafstedt
Staff Writer

__________________________

On Wednesday, April 26,
members of the Lawrence
University and Appleton communities gathered in the Lawrence
Memorial Chapel for the fourth
concert in the 2016-17 World
Music Series. An internationally
renowned duo, Zakir Hussain and
Rahul Sharma, gave a concert featuring contemporary and classical
Indian music.
Hussain—a “chief architect
of the contemporary world music
movement,” according to the program—is a virtuosic performer, a
prolific composer and an inspiring educator. He has worked with
musicians all over the world to
put on performances that inspire
audiences to learn more about
world music.
Hussain’s main instrument is
the tabla, a pair of membranophone drums that can produce
all different kinds of sound. The
drums are can be tuned to a wide
range of pitches and are frequently re-tuned during performances.
The player can press the heel of
their hand against the drums’
heads to change their pitches.
Onstage next to Hussain was
Rahul Sharma. Sharma—originally known by his association to

his father, who is a santoor legend
in India—has gained recognition
of his own as a virtuosic santoor
player. The santoor is a 72-string
hammered dulcimer instrument
played in one’s lap. Sharma is
interested in playing all kind of
music with it, including Indian
classical, fusion and experimental
music.
Before they began to play,
Hussain made a brief announcement about the design of the
night’s program. He called it a survey of Indian classical music from
the past 2,000 years, including
some more recent works, which
would give “some sort of freshness” to the presentation. Hussain
made several jokes with the audience, softening the atmosphere
in the hall. He wanted the performance to seem casual and accessible, which it did.
While Hussain’s name was
probably what drew most of the
audience, he chose to let Sharma
play alone for almost twenty minutes before eventually joining him.
Traditionally, Indian concert performances unfold at a very slow
pace over several hours. The first
piece’s long santoor solo was an
opportunity for Sharma to demonstrate the wide variety of techniques--plucking, rubbing, vibrating, strumming--he could use to
make different sounds.

After a while, Hussain joined
in on the tabla. Some of his fans,
seated at the front, cheered when
he began. He played many different kinds of patterns, sometimes accompanying the santoor
and sometimes showing off by
creating his own line. The tabla’s
and Hussain’s ability to match the
pitch of a melodic stringed instrument like the santoor was incredible. Beyond this, he also sometimes played impossibly quickly,
subdividing the beat into smaller
and smaller parts until he reached
an explosive high point. The duo
played complex interlocking patterns in short loops, creating a
dreamy, endless improvisation.
After the first portion ended,
the audience gave the duo a
long standing ovation, to which
Hussain sternly replied, “Thank
you very much. Now sit down.”
Although Hussain and Sharma are
used to playing for all kinds of
people, they seemed surprised at
all of the small things the audience
would applaud.
To end the concert, they
performed a Kashmir folk tune
adapted in a modern style that
was a departure from the traditional pieces. Hussain grabbed a
few smaller drums to go along
with the tabla. They finished with
a thrilling flourish that sent the
crowd over the edge.

Zakir Hussain and Rahul Sharma perform in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Angelica Hurtado.
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Russian Folk Orchestra presents memorable
performance
Bridget Bartal

Staff Writer
_________________________

During the afternoon on
Saturday, April 29, Lawrence
Memorial Chapel was seemingly transported to a different country as the University of
Wisconsin Russian Folk Orchestra
performed. The orchestra was
conducted by its Music Director
and Founder, Victor Gorodinsky
and Assistant Conductor, Nebojśa
Macura. The orchestra brought
their traditional Russian instruments and regalia; this provided
for a memorable cultural experience.
Conductor Gorodinsky was
quite a character, putting on a
performance for the audience
whether he was aware of it or
not. He waltzed around the stage
while conducting, making slightly
crude commentary between each
song. His comments seemed to
add another dimension to the performance; this caricature of a man
was endearing to the crowd.
The combination of Russian
folk music, clothing and instruments conjured up vivid imagery
of a rustic life in Russia. Many
of the songs contained distinct
folk melodies that were harsh
yet danceable. The outstanding
Ukrainian balalaika soloist Tetiana

Khomenko was featured on several songs. Her solo on “Nocturne”
by Evhen Trostyansky was absolute perfection. She played with
the fluidity and pace of a Spanish
flamenco guitarist; each note was
performed with extreme passion
and care. Closing her eyes as the
music flowed, she was truly the
master of her art.
Contrabass balalaika player Yuriy Kolosovskiy soloed on
his own composition, titled
“Volcano.” The contrabass balalaika bears similar sonic qualities to an upright bass, yet the
shape is extremely different. The
instrument looks like a huge triangle angled on its side, with
three thick strings. I suggest that
you search Google for an image
of the balalaika if you’re interested; its appearance is intriguing.
“Volcano” had a dark and looming
melody and Kolosovskiy played
it with a potent energy. Sitting
in the front row, I could hear the
powerful strings vibrate against
the fretboard. This was a favorite
piece of mine.
The
orchestra
ended
with two well-known pieces.
Interestingly, they chose to play
“Easy Winners” by Scott Joplin.
Tetiana was featured again, as
well as prima domra player, Dan
Cobb. The prima domra has a
beautiful sound similar to that of a

mandolin. Cobb’s playing was particularly impressive. The Russian
folk twist on a Ragtime classic
was very enjoyable to hear and
was savored by the crowd. “Easy
Winners” was the last song listed
on the program, but the performance did not end there. After
this song, the orchestra jumped
immediately into the famous

Russian orchestral piece, “Sabre
Dance,” by Aram Khachaturian.
This was another exciting crowd
favorite.
The afternoon of impressive Russian folk music was very
enjoyable and an enriching cultural experience as well. The
University of Wisconsin Russian
Folk Orchestra provided an oppor-

tunity to become familiar with
music that one may not normally
hear; their performance got me
interested in a genre that I had no
prior interest in. That is no small
feat and it only serves to prove the
high quality of the concert.

day, headed for the United States
with her new boyfriend. Carmín
continues to live with her grandmother, who has assumedly been
taking care of her since birth and
their contentious relationship is
immediately made clear. The pair
seems to hate each other; Carmín
purposely does things to aggravate her grandmother throughout
the entire film, including staying
out late and putting the expenses of an extravagant shopping
excursion at a nearby store on
her grandmother’s tab. Carmín’s
grandmother, on the other hand,
does not appear to be very understanding of her granddaughter’s
angst and seems to excuse too
much, providing woefully inadequate parenting in several situations throughout the movie and
particularly once Carmín’s father
returns from prison.
Carmín’s father is a charming
man of mystery whom Carmín,
who turns 14 during the film,
has not seen since she was two
years old. Combine this with the
fact that Carmín’s newly-released
father does not know how to

treat or parent her and an awkward and confusing relationship
results. Though they get off to a
false start, they warm up to each
other with time and their interactions quickly edge toward uncomfortable closeness, underscoring
the film with questions of incest
without any definitive conclusion.
Over the course of the movie,
Carmín essentially comes of age
and must deal with the possibility of first love, the questioning of
adult authority -- especially within the context of religion -- and
the virtual loss of both of her parents, since her father gets arrested
for murder shortly before the film
ends. Little dialogue marks the
film; instead, lots of long stares
fill many of the shots and occasional sounds of authentic Puerto
Rican instruments punctuate
tense moments. Overall, “Before
the Rooster Crows” is taut with
both subtle and blunt action, making certain commonplace ordeals
appear fraught with emotion and
suspense, yet glossing over some
other, more horrific elements. The
film ends on a wryly hopeful note,

with Carmín and her grandmother ultimately bonding over their
experiences and Carmín making
a cynical comment about wanting to see a miracle. The director explained afterwards that the
audience is supposed to understand, after seeing the film, that a
miracle did indeed occur because
Carmín and her grandmother survived everything and still got to
be together.
The Q&A with Director Arí
Maniel Cruz following the movie
shared many precious insights
with the audience. For example,
Cruz remarked that his wife—
incidentally, the actress who
played Carmín’s mother in the
movie—shared the same story as
Carmín up until the point where
Carmín’s father returned from
prison, an event which did not
occur in Cruz’s wife’s life. “We
create stories from the things that
hurt us the most,” Cruz said. He
also elaborated more upon the
movie title, which turns out to be
a Puerto Rican colloquialism that
refers to a woman getting her first
period -- an event which happens

to Carmín within the first bit of the
film. Cruz also commented on the
fact that we experience the film
entirely from Carmín’s viewpoint:
this is exhibited in every single
scene in the movie, influencing
what we consider to be “facts”
and constructing possible biases. Additionally, Cruz responded
to why he thought “Before the
Rooster Crows”—which was the
number one film in Puerto Rico
for 11 weeks—was such a success: he thinks it has to do with
the film’s enveloping and deeply
personal story. “Particularity will
give you universality,” Cruz stated,
meaning that telling one’s honest,
unique story will be what makes
one successful because that is
what others can relate to.
“Before the Rooster Crows”
was just one example of the
fine, critically-acclaimed films
that were shown during the film
festival at Lawrence this year.
Hopefully next year’s festival will
feature many more of these moving films and extraordinary director talks with accomplished individuals like Arí Maniel Cruz.

University of Wisconsin Russian Folk Orchestra onstage in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Taylor Blackson.

“When the Rooster Crows” director Arí Manuel
Cruz inspires audience
McKenzie Fetters
Staff Writer

_________________________

Lawrence University hosted
its sixth annual Latin American and
Spanish Film Festival (LULASFF)
from April 26-29 in the Warch
Campus Center Cinema. The festival showed eight films in total, all
in Spanish with English subtitles,
hailing from Spain, Argentina,
Mexico, Puerto Rico, Colombia,
Cuba and Chile. One of the film
screenings on Friday, April 28 at 5
p.m., “Before the Rooster Crows,”
included a Q&A session with its
director, Arí Maniel Cruz, following the movie. A healthy crowd
of Lawrentians and Appletonians
attended the event, which turned
out to be both fulfilling and inspiring.
“Before the Rooster Crows”
(2016) centers around an adolescent girl named Carmín in mountainous, rural Puerto Rico. The film
begins with a visit from Carmín’s
mother, who, despite promising
to take care of Carmín, ultimately ends up leaving her within a
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Counseling Staff Shortage at Lawrence
This term, two members of Lawrence’s counseling staff resigned, leaving the counseling program
short-staffed. To compensate, Lawrence has contracted with a national crisis call service in addition to
maintaining regular walk-in hours for urgent concerns, and has put in place plans to hire short-term
counselors for the remainder of spring term. While more urgent cases may be attended to with these
features, students who need frequent appointments with a trusted counselor are left in the dust. We are
lucky to have such a valuable service available to us for free, but students are often left feeling helpless
due to high counselor turnover rates and sparse appointment availability.
Lawrence University prides itself on its focus on self-care and mental health. Students here are
provided tools to maintain their mental health such as counseling services, the CORE program, biofeedback technique sessions and other wellness programs. However, Lawrence is a notably stressful and
demanding school which can sometimes be detrimental to students’ health. Many students look to their
Resident Life Advisors and CORE leaders for help, but peer support can only go so far. For many issues,
professional advising is essential. Twenty-five percent of Lawrence’s student body takes advantage of
the offered counseling services to handle these issues. However, when a counselor leaves, the students
they had been counseling lose the valuable relationship they had built together, as well as much of the
progress they had made. This requires the student to spend time and energy adjusting to a new counselor, which can be detrimental to the healing process. Additionally, new counselors might take on fewer
students as they acclimate to their new job, leading to less availability. Under the current conditions,
the counseling staff is not able to fulfill their goal of meeting the psychological needs of the students.
If consistently staffing counselors is imperative to meeting students’ psychological needs, why do
counselors keep leaving? Managing a large clientele for modest pay is not the most desirable job in the
world and such a hefty workload can cause a lot of stress and low morale. Counselors might simply work
for Lawrence temporarily until they can find a better paying job elsewhere.
In order to meet the needs of the student body, Lawrence must improve the quality of care at counseling services. Lawrence stands above many other schools in that we have multiple counselors and
look to hire counselors equipped to work with distinct individuals, such as LGBTQ+ and international
students. In response to the increasing needs of counseling services, the administration is in the process
of assembling a task force including administrators, faculty and students to address wellness issues on
campus. They plan to explore the problem’s causes and take action to reduce stress on campus by discussions over the summer and implement changes as soon as possible. We acknowledge these efforts
are in the works; however, more immediate changes and special attention to mental health issues and
counseling are much needed.
One clear way to reduce stress on campus is to provide students access to consistent care, such as
long term counselors. To ensure the longevity of a counselor’s position, Lawrence should look for people
who are likely to hold long-term positions when hiring new counselors. It would also be worthwhile
to increase the general salary of the counselors as an incentive. Trust between counselors and their
patients is valuable and should be treated as such. As an institution that emphasizes self-care, Lawrence
must fulfill its responsibility to students to hire more counselors to shoulder the load.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and
should not be more than 350 words.

Trump’s True Colors, 100 Days In
Henry Dykstal

Staff Writer

__________________________

At the time of this writing,
Donald Trump has been president
for exactly 100 days. Now, I know
that some of you are going to be
at the panels or speeches about
this so you might find this column
redundant but I think there is
a lot to consider at this marker.
Now, the 100-day mark does not
have a lot of objective meaning;
it is mostly an effect of Franklin
D. Roosevelt having a huge democratic majority when he first
took office and a lot of legislation planned out ahead of time.
Since then there have been some
very effective 100 days (Lyndon B.
Johnson’s and Obama’s are good
examples, though each could have
gone further since they controlled
Congress) and then there are
some that do not reflect what will
happen afterwards (e.g. George
W. Bush, who was prepared to
spend four years fighting about
budgets and reforms and wound
up exploding the Middle East).
Something like a major terrorist
attack could happen while Trump
is in charge, which would be very

bad for everyone (though to be
honest, I think most people are
going to think he ordered it, or at
least let it happen), but if nothing
really spectacularly bad happens
in that regard, I think people are
going to see Trump as essentially
the Fox News generation president.
Now, I do not mean to say
that Trump is taking his ideas
entirely from Fox News (say what
you will, but the man will basically
watch or read anything, if only to
make himself sound informed).
What I mean is that he is the
kind of president Fox News’ audience would pick: old, white and
argumentative, not to mention
his racism and perpetual sexual
harassment. It is an entire worldview shaped by old white men
who think they are alpha males,
deserve to be treated as such and
want to be “respected” for whatever reason. It is a presidency
that demands it be taken seriously, which ignores the fact that
the majority of Americans do not
think that way about him. He can
never get above 43% in the polls
and usually hovers around 40%.
He has passed no major legisla-

tion and only undone last minute
regulations. He has not repealed
and replaced Obamacare. The wall
is not happening. His Muslim ban
and sanctuary city attacks have
been ripped to shreds by the
courts. The only thing that he can
take credit for that is significantly
different is putting Gorsuch in a
stolen Supreme Court seat and
deporting people.
So what is left? At the heart
of Trump’s presidency is the delusion that he is beloved: he lost the
popular vote by a margin bigger
than Bush’s, he won the Electoral
College in a very small way, which
might not have happened if turnout was higher and/or there was
no voter suppression yet he acts
like he won in a landslide. Yet
no president has ever been more
illegitimate: his national security
advisor Michael Flynn was fired
for failing to disclose conversations with Russia as well as illegal lobbying. Many of his advisors
are registering as foreign agents
and hiring crisis lawyers. There
are three ongoing investigations
on his potential electoral collaborations with Russia, with one of
them (the FBI’s) rumored to have

Masculinity and Rape Culture
Jonathan Rubin
Columnist

_________________________

The content of this article
could potentially be triggering to
victims of sexual assault. I do not
write about these issues lightly;
rape and sexual violence are some
of the darkest and most evil things
people do to one another. I think
it is important to have frank conversations about the rampant
violence in our sexual culture
because to not do so is to sit by
while our minds are twisted and
our friends are in danger.
Often times I think many cisgender men miss the point behind
combating rape culture. It is an
evil, ugly and violent facet of our
society that poisons people’s sexual experiences and threatens our
lives.
Toxic masculinity is not
inherent in men, it is taught. I
do not believe that the massive
difference between violence perpetrated by men versus women
is a result of men being some
kind of “warrior” gender. Our culture creates ludicrous standards
for manhood that push people to
desperation. Men commit suicide
in startling numbers. Masculinity
is constructed in such a way in
our society that men feel they
have to constantly perform stoic
violent masculinity. This ideal,
which is unattainable for most,
is a nefarious risk to male-identifying people. Many male identifying people lose track of who they
are and what they think in order
to gain the social expedience of
hegemonic male privilege.
For me, learning to understand my sexuality has at times
been very painful. I believe that
sexuality is a spectrum, but I have
only really sought out women as
romantic and sexual part-ners. I
find that whatever the incarnation
of heteronormative “hook-up” culture we have at Law-rence creates very hegemonic and monolithic roles for men and women.
Whether at events and parties or
in private conversations, I have
experienced many instances
where I felt like the role I was
pushed into playing as a straight
man was so far removed from

objective proof against him. By all
measures, Trump is a uniquely
dangerous figure in American history and yet at the same time very
bad at his job. If he was truly the
Siberian Candidate Putin dreamed
of, he could hardly be doing a
worse job at being an ally, having
been forced to distance himself
from the Russian president.
Yes, indeed if Trump can be
felled like a great tree, the dangers to America will largely go
unheard. Vice President Pence, as
malevolent as he is, is still competent and follows the rules more
than Trump does. Trump has
violated the constitution several
times already via the Emoluments
clause and he could be removed
from office at any time.
Yet he will not be removed.
The Republican Party, as much as
its politicians despise Trump, has
recognized that he is the key to
getting them elected. His voters

my understanding of myself that I
had to take myself out of the situation. People talk about heterosexual sex like it is conquest and
colonialism instead of connection
and exploration. I hear from my
LGBTQ-identifying friends that
there are also confusing and violent problems due to individuals’ expressions of masculinity in
hook-up culture.
Rape and violence against
women is so ubiquitous in our
society that it is impossible for
young men to not come to understand their own sexuality in relationship to the “locker-room talk”
social norm they hear from their
peers, popular media and the
President.
While I think people should
have whatever kind of sex life they
want to have, many people have
really horrible experiences with
hook-up culture because instead
of having honest communication
with their partner(s), they follow
hegemonic gender protocols that
leave everyone uncomfortable.
Random sex is not inherently bad,
but a culture of communicationless random sex can contribute to
rape culture .
As a Greek-affiliated man,
I have to work really hard to
parse out what is my own gender expression and sexuality and
what is part of our culture’s white
supremacist patriarchal projection of what I should be.
Ending rape culture is about
making sure future generations of
people do not have to fear sexual
violence and that our next generation of men understands the
dynamism of manhood and does
not end up so twisted as to rape
another person.
With so much sexual violence
in our country, this is a personal
issue for individuals, families and
communities. We need to have
frank conversations about what
it means to be a person ready
for sexual intimacy and I think
the most important part of that
is respecting and communicating
honestly with our partners. Our
discomfort over talking about sex
is dust in the wind compared to
the harm we are inflicting on ourselves and each other.

are their voters. Even though it
means for the good of the country he should go, the Republican
party will never oust him because
his voters will not back them ever
again if they do.
So what is to be done? The
only real acceptable answer is to
vote for as many Democrats as
possible, in addition to organizing to fight his agenda. Trump has
revealed that perhaps since 2008
the Republican party is broken,
unable to govern or create legislation, only able to stonewall,
obstruct, undo regulations and
willing to collaborate with a hostile foreign power in the name
of victory. One hundred days in,
it has become apparent that it
is time for a new generation to
take the reigns of power. To defeat
Trump is to defeat the mindset of
a generation and to rid ourselves
of a new, powerful strain of hate
that has been sickening us.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them.

All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial,
which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using
the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Your Minority Friend Is Not A Textbook
Rrita Osmani
Staff Writer

____________________________________

If you are trying to educate
yourself further on social issues,
you should not put the burden on
one member of a minority group
to educate you. While the will to
understand more and educate
oneself is quite commendable, the
way you go about it matters. You
should not bombard your minority friend with questions that perplex you.
One, it is insensitive of you to
use your friend who happens to
be a minority as a spokesperson
for their entire group. Two, your
questions may very well be offensive in nature. For example, questions like, “Why do your people
use terrorism so often?” are inherently ignorant and offensive. Now,
you may be telling yourself, “I am
just trying to understand more
about the situation and how it
affects my friend.” What this question fails to realize is that one person cannot possibly speak on the
behalf of an entire group, especially if that group is on the other
side of the world. These issues do
affect your minority friends and
using loose language that marginalizes them and forces them
to account for an entire group’s
actions is insensitive. When a
Muslim is forced to account for
the actions of a terrorist group,
you are effectively equating this
person to that terrorist group. Not
only do you falsely generalize all
members that in your mind share
some binding feature, but also
you exploit your own ignorance in
asking such questions.
There is no reason that in 2017,
with ample resources around us
via the internet and the library,
that any person should ask a
minority to defend or explain any

claim against their whole group. If
you truly want to educate yourself
on social and global issues, there
are many ways to do so without making your friend mad. For
example, learn about a topic before
engaging in what you thought was
a friendly debate. However, under
no circumstance treat the experience a person goes through as a
“friendly debate.” I learned well
into my high school career that
constantly having to defend feminism and Islam was exhausting.
I was, in fact, defending my own
humanity to some of my peers. I
do provide great insight that my
friends may have not been aware
of, but to be demanded of this
insight is unacceptable. There are
plenty of articles and books available for you to educate yourself.
In the 21st century, it is no
longer necessary to only acquire
knowledge through word of
mouth. Therefore, to be undereducated on social issues and to be
ignorant of minority experience is
unacceptable. Before making bold
claims, it is essential to do your
research. When someone deems
your language as offensive, there
is a pretty good chance that your
language was in some way offensive to whoever you were talking
to. To become better friends and
even better allies, it is essential
you try to understand the complexities of social issues that affect
your friends. On topics that you
do not understand, do research
before you try to hold any of your
friends accountable for entire
groups of people. Just like all
Christians should not and do not
account for the KKK’s actions, no
Muslim should account for ISIS, no
minority group should account for
any criminal and no one person
should account for an entire body
of people.

White Guilt: Still Wrong
Kiran Mufty

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

It has always intrigued me: the
trope of a white person travelling
abroad to “find themselves.” Turn
on the TV, open a magazine, look to
your left: there it is. Furthermore,
despite being the minority in
many of these countries, white
people still manage to inject their
privilege into every aspect of their
experience, all under the guise
of “exploring and understanding.” This is called white guilt. The
classic Hollywood-spun tale of a
group of Caucasians briefly changing their race or cultural practices, but refusing to relinquish
any privilege.
Films like Seven Years in Tibet,
the Last Samurai, even James
Cameron’s Avatar, support the
problematic view of the white
man as the savior to the savage
peoples of the “outside” world.
Often in these films, the citizens of
the country being visited are portrayed through stereotypes and
very little meaningful dialogue
with the main character. White
mainstream media’s opinion of
brown people is so consistently
low that when important roles do
arise for people of color, they are
given to white people with vaguely ethnic features. At this point,

any depiction of a brown person
by someone who is not a person of
color is invalid. In a world where
white people are being constantly
praised and rewarded for having
basic human decency and understanding of culture, we have a lot
of work ahead of us.
Until we stop encouraging
white mediocrity in our media,
we will continue to disenfranchise
a growing population of young
people of color looking for their
place in their own cultures. Few
things are more affirming than
seeing yourself reflected back in
a positive light. Representation
and mentorship allow people of
color to set our goals high, make
mistakes, follow our hearts and
to grow and glow, unhindered by
expectation.
The brown people of the world
do not exist to answer your existential questions. We are not
props or costumes. White fragility
is not sponsored by the continents
of Africa and Asia. So the next
time you find yourself presented
with an opportunity provided to
you by your privilege, wield it
with intention. Accurate and positive representation is such an infinitely powerful tool and one that
is well within our grasp.

Activism and the Woke Olympics

Guilberly Louis
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Last fall term I wrote an article
entitled, “The Commodification
of Activism.” In that article, I
talked about how activism and
social justice are becoming buzz
words off which institutions profit. The generation that grew up
with the internet uses the web to
voice their concerns about social
issues that plague our societies.
Companies and even celebrities
use that platform for commercial
gain. I do not have a stance on
the appropriation of activism by
these forces, which seem to be
“benevolent” forces that are propelling American society towards
a more “progressive future.” But I
do believe that there is an insidious aspect to this commodification and I want to expand on
those ideas. Most importantly, I
want to illustrate how those ideas
have affected allyship and contributed to what people are calling the Woke Olympics. The Woke
Olympics is a phenomena that
happens in social justice spaces or
the internet where people compete to demonstrate how socially
consciousness they are, or how
many protests or conferences
they attended. I argue this stifles
conversations and hinders coalition building.
In the words of Winona
LaDuke, “Someone needs to
explain to me why wanting clean
drinking water makes you an
activist and why proposing to
destroy water with chemical warfare doesn’t make a corporation a
terrorist.” The prominent Native
American activist’s words resonate with me because it shows
how social change must come out
of a burning desire for a world
where everyone is equal and held
accountable. LaDuke’s words

speak to the title of “activist” as
a loaded term. Activism within
the American imagination is seen
as agitators complaining about
issues that cannot be fixed. Usually
these issues regard basic human
rights, especially rights that are
extinguished when big corporate
entities are involved, such as the
destruction of Native American
land by oil and nuclear plants.
LaDuke’s words are a reminder
of the trauma associated with the
term activism. Being marked as an
activist depending on the context
may cost you your life, especially
in developing worlds where organizers are killed by totalitarian
regimes or corrupt groups that see
their activities as a disruption to
their political ideologies. The term
activism and justice implies you
are willing to put your body and
your well-being in harm’s way for
a just cause. Unfortunately, sometimes social position forces you to
engage with oppressive systems.
When the state constructs you as
an activist, you become disposable. In current times in America,
activists are not constructed as
disposable, which I argue is a dangerous illusion. This has increased
this romanticizing of activism that
happens in predominately western nations and, I would argue, in
mostly white spaces.
Social media has made activism cool and has created a platform where the people can take
power. The Egyptian revolution
was ignited using Facebook; organizers used it as a tool that consolidated people in order to bring
down a corrupt regime. Make
no mistake - the internet is not
only a weapon for the left. It has
been used to censor black and
brown activists and also to warn
undocumented immigrants during the New York and LA ICE raids.
So who knows what the Internet
and activism will look like in the

future.
At Lawrence University I have
noticed in discussions about race,
gender and sexuality that have
become a festival of words mascaraed in white guilt and little
action. In these Woke Olympic
competitions, marginalized voices
are the judges. The issue here
is that not all marginalized bodies are the same; for example,
every black person may have
different views on police brutality as it relates to black bodies.
Marginalized folks are then put in
the position to affirm allies’ ideas
whether we wanted to or not. If
I had a quarter for how many
times I was put in the position to
validate people’s ideas, I would be
fifty dollars richer.
The Woke Olympics is very
interesting because it creates a
social pressure for people who
are not constantly rebuking
white supremacy, heteronormativity and capitalism, to do so.
And when they finally do want to
engage with those questions, we
lock them out because they are
not “woke enough.” The danger
of this rigid socialization is that
it forgets that we need to meet
people where they are. Everyone’s
social awareness is at different
levels and that is okay. What this
Woke Olympics does is creating
parameters over who can engage,
which creates a very limited idea
of organizing and activism. It is
okay if you are that loud unapologetic queer radical feminist that
is in a constant state of rage, just
like it is okay to be a Lawrence
student that still does not understand these issues. We forget that
learning is a process and our identities are shaped by these processes. In this time, it is important
to have hard conversations with
each other but I would rather it
be a genuine conversation than a
Woke Olympics.
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